P OLLEN GUARD SCRE E N

Protect your Home from Pollen

Stronger ideas for a sustainable world

Reduce your exposure to airborne
allergens with New York Wire Pollen Guard.
Pollen Guard Screen is specially designed to block up to 50% more
particles than standard fiberglass insect screen. Pollen Guard Screen
is a unique polyester knit fabric that creates a barrier for most pollen,
dust, and other allergen particles making it ideal for allergy sufferers.
The particles become trapped by the special knit design keeping your
air inside clean.
Pollen Guard Screen allows air to flow in while keeping dust and
pollen particles out. No need to keep the windows closed during allergy
season, now you can keep your windows open and enjoy the breeze!

Features and benefits of Pollen Guard Screen include:
• Specially designed to block up to 50% more particles than standard
fiberglass insect screen
• Unique knit design traps particles while still allowing clean air to
flow through

Pollen Guard Screen is available in DIY pre-cut and 100’ contractor
rolls. Each pre-cut roll comes with simple step-by-step
instructions for easy installation. New York Wire .140”
spline is recommended for the best fit in a standard
frame.

FCS10294-U

Is airflow blocked as well as pollen
and dust particles?

No. This unique knit design allows
air to flow through while blocking
pollen, dust and other particles.

COLOR

ROLL SIZE

WEIGHT (lb.)

ROLL UPC

Charcoal

36”x84”

0.412

011646102768

FCS10295-U

Charcoal

48”x84”

0.632

011646102959

FCS10214-U

Charcoal

36”x100’

4.35

011646102140

FCS10215-U

Charcoal

48”x100’

6.00

011646102157

PART #

CASE
COUNT

UNITS/ CASE DIMENSIONS
PALLET
(in.) LxWxH

FCS10294-U

16

480

FCS10295-U

16

480

CASE WEIGHT
(lb.)

CASE UPC

7.85x7.85x49.6

9.5

10011646102949

7.85x7.85x49.6

11.6

10011646102956

FCS10214-U

1

96

4.72x4.72x36.6

5.2

011646102140

FCS10215-U

1

96

4.72x4.72x48.8

7.0

011646102157

u Visit www.newyorkwire.com to learn more about our

products, view our how-to videos and our screen selector tool
to make sure you have the right screen for your needs.

www.adfors.com
SAINT-GOBAIN ADFORS America, Inc.
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Fax: 716-775-3902

How much allergen protection does
this screen offer over other screens?

Pollen Guard Screen blocks up to
50% more particles than standard
fiberglass screen.

• Easy to install

PART #

Pollen Guard Screen
FAQ’s

Follow us on:

www.newyorkwire.com
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What fabric is this material made
from?

Pollen Guard is manufactured using
polyester yarn.
How do I clean Pollen Guard?

To clean, apply gentle pressure using
a mild detergent with a soft bristle
brush or sponge. Thoroughly rinse
with a gentle spray of clean water.
DO NOT USE a high pressure washer!

